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PESC

National Scoring Standard

Start on Mission advisory board

Officially launch the work

Get workgroup started to kick off first week of June. Press release, co-chairs hype to determine what resources to dedicate. We call the stakeholders as part of the workgroup. SEE press release and see standard. First Call== moderated by Jeannene and introduct what group is and announce chairs business case why we need it, how do we meet when use this line for workgroup. Moderator code for co-chairs.

What Michael needs is conference call for date and Michael will do press release. Determine workgroup and updating the workgroup

Candidates for participants. Need developer skills and XML experts. Using existing standards – reuse existing standards. Who will be the techy person. Create a list for the workgroup potential members so that we can track this. What other test groups need to involved –Toefl for ETS, CLEP Action: Bruce will start the list. M: Not members of PESC. Membership in PESC not necessary for membership on team. Military participation, ASE or other professional organization. ACE is part of pesc. Action: Must agree who should be part of list as a team. B: Strawman list by Monday and determine who will participate. Kick off conference call date. June 12-16 ex 13. Pick 14th 12-1 Eastern. Role of workgroup bring idea to schema implementation guide. Meets once per month and controversial data elements.

How do we handle these. Milestones = 1matrix data elements needed that approve in another standard 3. Data elements do not exist and they need to be approved 2. its in core components but the definition must be changed. CCB needs to discuss definition change.

Data elements in standard. Help with schemas and implementation guide. How to implement it govern this process. B: XML Spy used to Twan SPDe committee on ACRO Received pre-alpha schema includes PESC XML form core main for reuse and straw man from schema

Forward information on to Monica and J for XML Spy. J: useful homework policies and procedure manual page 16-17 to get done. Tack on wall.

J will start the meeting with and introduction.